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ABSTRACT 

 

A software system is defined under different product level and process level measures to define the software 

quality and reliability. The software system evaluation is here provided with specification of various risk and 

aspect analysis. In this paper, some of the model and the risk evaluation measures are defined. At first the paper 

has explored different risk measure and the quality assessment vectors. Later on, the paper has identified some 

of the risk estimation methods and models. These models are able to provide the risk evaluation under various 

criteria and aspect specification.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A software product is required to validate various aspects of software quality including the efficiency, scalability, 

reliability, complexity etc. These all vectors are evaluated at different stages of software development life cycle and 

predicted respective to the different measures. The prediction of expected quality constraint before any processing the 

stage is called the planning. This planning is able to identify the expected quality constraints. These constraints are later 

on mapped to the actual quality constraints and collectively considered as the accuracy of the estimation stage. The 

software quality is able to perform the cost estimation, development time estimation and fault prediction in the software 

system. One such planning stage analysis under quality measure is the risk vector. A software system suffers from 

various kinds of software risks. Such as the process risk it identified the chances of process completion, chances of 
error occurrence etc. These risks can be software product itself, the dependent software tools or products, the 

stakeholders specific risk and the environmental vector specification. Some of the common risks associated to the 

software system are listed here in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Types of Software Risk 
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Here figure 1 is showing the expected software risk that can occur in different stages of software development. The 

foremost risk type is the activity specific risk that is identified to evaluate different process or the run time specific 

observation. The risk is bounded the applied event, process or the function execution. The risk is about the occurrence 

of some failure, fault or error while executing some task.  The executions of the process in scheduled sequence as well 

as before the deadline are also the integrated risk factors.  

 
Another risk form associated to software projects is stakeholder specific risk. Each of the people involved in the 

development process comes under this risk stage. The programmer, project management, the technical person or the 

tester comes under this vector. The quality of the individual, experience, capability to deal with some problem or 

project, their role, dependency can be considered as the individual risk. Environment risk is about the analysis of the 

platform or the tool on which the software will execute. If the designed software is not supported to the environment or 

platform or the software system is having the fault in the platform itself, it can be identified as the software risk. The 

risk vector can be identified the support to the application, stakeholder and the resources. The weaker the support to 

any of these objects, higher the risk will be in software development. 

 

Another risk form associated to the software system is the requirement and availability map based risk. If the software 

system does not meet the hardware, software or the environment specific requirements, it cannot provide optimized 

results. Because of this, there is the requirement of some method that can apply the mapping between the requirement 
and availability and verify the software system dependency. The memory availability, processor support, bandwidth 

requirement check can be performed to regulate and evaluate this risk factor. Another risk for defined to identify the 

deficiencies in the software system is called outcome specific risk. The end product, its features constraints, 

assumption, functions are required to match the planned requirement. The degree of mismap is here identified as the 

error. This chance of this degree of variation is identified as the outcome specific risk. 

 

In this paper, an exploration to the software risk is provided along with the exploration of different risk models. The 

risk estimation and evaluation are discussed in this paper. In section I, the software risk with basic constructs is 

explored. The section has defined and explored different type of risk. In section II, the work defined by earlier 

researchers is discussed. In section III, some of the common software risk models are defined. In section IV, the 

conclusion of work is presented.  
 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Lot of work is already provided by different researchers to identify different kind of risks in software system. The risk 

constraints, evaluation and characterization were discussed and improved by different researchers. In this section some 

of the contribution of earlier researchers for risk evaluation is presented. Author [1] has defined a work model to 

identify the impact of software risk in software management. Author identified the risk of integration of these 

associated tools and theories to the real environment. The community level and project level estimation provided by the 

author with specification of relative tools. Author also provided the activity driven observation at module, component 

and individual level so that the risk will be identified at the earlier stage of software development. Author[2] has 

provided a work on risk assessment for system with specification of casual modeling. The Bayesian integrated 

probabilistic model was used by the author to evaluate the risk and to generate the quantized mapping results.  
 

A decision driven estimation was provided by the author to model the risk under various associated constraints. Author 

also defined decision support system for the project managers and the programmer to provide the effective system 

specific modeling. The tool was controlled by setting up the commercial constraints and to provide the relative 

execution in global environment. Author[3] has provided a work on software risk assessment under the knowledge 

driven estimation and basic structure specification. The sub ontology specific estimation and the relative repository 

driven learning method was provided by the author identify the software risk. The component generation and its 

mapping to the knowledge repository were discussed by the author. Author also provided the ontology specific risk 

observation factor to generate the development constraint. The visualization method along with ontology control map 

was provided to improve the reliability of developed software system.  

 
Author[4]  work on case specific measurement and process risk derivation was provided by the author to generate the 

software risk with safety evaluation. The risk estimation and evaluation was provided by the author with specification 

of spaceflight program. Author defined the hazard analysis was defined with process quantification so that the safe 

design phase evaluation will be obtained. Author[5] has defined a risk evaluation and assessment method to generate 

the conceptual measure based evaluation. The estimation of system with semantic feature generation and mapping was 

provided. A risk specific ontology generation and processing was provided by the author to control the interrelationship 

between the components. The management specific control method was defined to control the resources and to provide 

the support for linear software system. The support to the real time software system was provided under the effort and 

time estimation. Author[6] has defined a work on Cocomo II model with integration of portfolio management. The 

capability driven analysis with unrealistic linearly was provided by the author. The effort, efficiency and reliability of 
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software system are observed to improve the software quality. Author[7] has defined process specific modeling and 

risk evaluation in cost sensitive learning method. The holistic analysis and predictive measures are defined in the 

problem generation and exploration.  

 

The legal risk based estimation was provided to reuse the product and mitigate the risk vector. The software artifact 

based estimation and evaluation was provided by the author. The problem discovery, risk estimation and relative 
software system evaluation was provided by the author. Author[8] has defined an open cocomo system with extended 

cost and constructive observation to provide the evaluation at the deep level. The clean feature based evaluation and the 

relative process modeling in detailed environment was provided by the author. Author identified the product adaptive, 

hardware adaptive, personal adaptive and project adaptive results using cocomo model[8]. Author has defined a 

cocomo model for education and training system. Author identified the influence of different feature vectors with 

domain specification under cocomo model. This constructive cost based model has used the black box testing model 

and aspect to identify the concern of software system[9]. Author has provided a special application specific estimation 

of software system cost using Cocomo model. Author provided the estimation in real time and defined cost and unit 

integrated testing model. The statistical estimation and support was considered to estimate the cost and expenditure of 

software product. Author processed o small scale project and designed a new software system with special integrated 

application. The project estimation was done to reduce the error rate[10] 

 

III. RISK FACTORS AND EVALUATON MODELS 

 

To develop a reliable software system, an organized development process is required with time constraint specific 

measurement and evaluation. These evaluations are requirement to measure the quality of software product. Software 

development itself defined with integrated concerns, issues and challenges. Because of this, there is the requirement of 

some précised measurement process to identify the quality of software system. The software system is itself composted 

of various components and characterization. The domain dependency, user environment, degree of acceptability are 

some of the common factors based on which the software measurement and development can be regulated. Some of 

these factors, issues or the required observations are shown here in figure 1. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

Figure 2: Measures of Software System Quality 

 

Here figure 2 is showing some of the measures based which the software system quality can be measures or estimated. 

The figure is showing the different constraints respective to the client support are defined based on which the software 

quality can be measured. The first parameter considered here is the requirement map. It means the verification of the 

system between the generated software system and the relative measures. The expected and the actual values are 

compared to identify the degree of error in development process. The requirement specific analysis can be applied to 

perform the requirement specific mapping. Another parameter is the complexity driven mapping. Such mapping can be 
defined in terms of time taken, space requirement etc. The degree of satisfiability against these all vectors collectively 

defines the measures of software quality. The third parameter is the error sensitivity. The first requirement here is to 

avoid the chances of error occurrence, even them if some occasional or the event specific fault or error occur, it is 

required to measure the impact of the error and the impact on environment, user data and the application. Based on this 

the sensitivity of the error can be identified. The error sensitivity also defined as the criteria respective to which the 

requirement map can be defined. If the software system is highly sensitive to these vectors, then high quality aspects 

are required. The final measure to the software system quality is the environment map. The effect of the new software 

product on other products, operating systems are required to estimate. Based on this the quality or the risk dependency 

can be evaluated.  To perform the reliability analysis, there is the requirement to evaluate the risk under different 

vectors. Here some of the common risk assessment models are defined 
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A) Weibull Failure Model 

 

This particular model observes the risk for a software system under the error or the fault level observation. The model 

analyzed the software system defects and evaluates the impact on software system as well as on different components 

of software system. The fault specific analysis is here performed to identify the platform support, environment support 

and the various integrated estimations. These estimations can be applied based on the average input and the execution 
of the software system with error. The real time systems, embedded system are the main concern area of this model. 

 

B) Musa Model 

 

The model deals with the software quality or reliability estimation under the execution time. The real time software 

systems are very sensitive about the execution and completion of some task. This model estimates the process time, 

wait time, arrival time and execution time and generates various measures to define the quality of software system. The 

decision vectors are applied to observe the system under time constraint specification so that the reliability of software 

system will be improved. The model also evaluates the software fault and bound them with specification of time 

constraint. Some of assumptions are applied to provide the valid and error specific execution. The model uses the 

statistical evaluations to generate more concerned and adaptive results. The confidence vector based evaluation is also 

provided to generate more effective and optimized results. 

 

C) Monte Carlo Model 

 

This particular model is defined to estimate the software system reliability for real time projects of finance and physics 

stream. Different researchers provided the work contribution to handle the uncertainty conditions of this software 

system. The model applies the random test based on the run time evaluation. The fault, time, memory requirements are 

check under the brute force attack.. This model is comparatively takes higher execution time and the cost. But the 

estimation provided by the model is reliable. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, an assessment to software system is provided under different risk assessment measures. The paper has 

first identified the software system evaluation with specification of different measures. Later on different models are 

defined to utilize these measures to estimate the software quality, reliability and the risk.  
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